PROACT® v4 Enterprise RCA Management System

- Disciplined, Consistent RCA Process
- Creates a Knowledge Warehouse of Solved RCAs
- No Additional Programs Needed for Analysis
- Automatically Documents RCA for Instant Reporting

PROACT® v4 Enterprise System manages your entire analysis/investigation with agility and ease. It serves as a valuable tool for maintaining not only a history of what has been accomplished, but also a means of tracking the results to measure the effectiveness of the Root Cause Analysis.

PROACT® v4 RCA Tools
- NEW Analysis Query Feature
- NEW Team Grouping Feature
- Evidence Collection
- Hypothesis Verification
- Deeper Questioning Process
- Recommendation Tracking
- ROI and Business Justification
- Management Oversight
- FMEA and Opportunity Analysis
- Trending Performance Goals

PROACT® v4 Benefits
- **NEW** Enhanced automatic reports
- **NEW** Better navigation controls
- Keeps analysis process consistent corporate wide
- Easy retrieval of collected data
- Interactive team communication
- Accommodates other RCA methods
- Creates unbelievable ROI's
- Builds a RCA Knowledge Database
- Aides with regulatory compliance

PROACT® Enterprise Users

- AMTRAK
- Michigan
- MWV
- bhpbilliton
- AES
- سباك
- PSEG
- CLIFFS
- Husky Energy
- PeaceHealth
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